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WELCOME

I’d like to offer you a warm welcome to
the Interactive Design Institute. Since
we established our partnership with the
University of Hertfordshire in 2008, we
have enrolled online students from over
70 countries worldwide, across a range
of creative degree programmes at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level.
New technologies have made it possible
for us to provide our students with a firstclass online study environment, but it’s not
all about the technology. We’re committed
to supporting our students throughout
every step of their learning journey, from
the point of enquiry right through to their
graduation.
If you make the decision to enroll with
us, and we hope you will, as a registered
student of IDI and the University of
Hertfordshire, you will become part of
a global creative community that is as
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diverse as it is exciting and inspirational.
Bringing students together from different
cultural backgrounds allows for a greater
understanding and appreciation of creative
influences from every corner of the
world. Our students share a commonality
of purpose, and the drive and ambition
required to meet fresh challenges and
grasp new opportunities. They consistently
achieve outstanding results, both in
their studies and also in national and
international competitions, and many of
our graduates tell us that studying with IDI
has changed their lives.
We’re proud of what we do at IDI. Our aim
is to empower you to succeed and establish
yourself in whichever area of design and
creative practice you choose.
I look forward to hearing about your
progress as you develop the knowledge,
skills and understanding to become part
of the next generation of global creative
talent.

Fiona Crosbie
Director of Student Experience
Interactive Design Institute
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ABOUT
US
Our Vision
It’s our mission to give everyone
the opportunity to achieve a
degree in a design subject,
without having to attend an oncampus college or university.
Key to our success is our
understanding that students
studying online require more
support, not less – which is why
we place such an emphasis on
our online support and tuition.

87%

of our masters graduates achieve
commendation or distinction *

History
Founded in 2004, the Interactive
Design Institute has grown to become
one of the UK’s leading providers of
accredited online courses in art and
design subjects. Since 2008, we’ve been
a collaborative partner of the University
of Hertfordshire, adapting some of their
most popular degree programmes in
design for online delivery.

Over

1000

Online Students

from over

70

Becoming an online Student of
the University of Hertfordshire
means that you can earn a
globally-respected qualification
from a UK university from
anywhere in the world.

Countries *

* Annual Monitoring and Evaluation Report 2017/18
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WHY
CHOOSE
US?

Unlimited
Tuition

2.
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3.

Our Student Support team will be on
hand to help you every step of the way
throughout your MA studies.
Your dedicated Programme Coordinator
will provide ongoing advice and
support designed to help you to stay
on track with your studies, while our
Tech Support Team can assist with any
technical help you might need. You can
message both both teams directly from
within the study site. They also offer
telephone support during office hours.

Fully Flexible

100% Online

1.

Unlimited
Support

Unlike many other online master’s
degrees, our online University of
Hertfordshire MA programmes have
absolutely no face-to-face, residential
or attendance-based elements - which
means that there’s no problem if you
can’t travel or take time off work.

While on your chosen MA programme,
you’ll have continuous ongoing
communication with your tutor using
our study-site messaging system, so
that you can quickly and easily get in
touch without having to rely solely on
email or phone contact.
Here you’ll be able to post as many
messages as you need to, view your chat
history and get a response from your
tutor in less than 24 hours, Monday
to Friday.

4.

Many online master’s degrees require you
to log-in at specific times for scheduled
or ‘live’ lectures and tutorials – but our
courses are designed to completely fit
around your own schedule.
There are no fixed lectures and tutorials,
allowing you to fit the week’s study
activities into your own timetable, and
communicate one-to-one with your tutors
at times that suit you.

No Added
Costs

5.

When you study online with IDI and
the University of Hertfordshire, you
can expect no additional costs, paid
‘add-ons’ or exam fees – all content,
resources and support are included in
your tuition fee, regardless of how you
choose to pay.
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Develop Your
Individual Vision

Design a Unique
Creative Project

Throughout the MA programme,
you’ll be encouraged to set out your
personal ‘manifesto for change’ and
define your future contribution to
the creative sector.

As part of your MA studies, you’ll
devise and deliver a completely
personal creative project, exploring
your own artistic and commercial
interests.

You’ll consider your own practice in
relation to local, national and global
art and design practices, and develop
your awareness of your position
within the wider creative industries.

You’ll refine the skills and
understanding necessary to work as
a professional creative practitioner,
providing evidence of your
preparedness for employment to
potential employers and clients.

Embrace Global
Collaboration
Through your MA studies you’ll
engage with a global cohort of your
peers, expanding your networks
and growing your awareness of
international creative practice.
You’ll become prepared for
various engagements with other
professionals – including project
management and collaboration
– ensuring that your skills are
marketable in a global business
environment.

Become a Creative
Entrepreneur

Pitch and Present
Professionally

Throughout the MA programme you’ll
pitch new ideas, exploit emerging
technologies and devise original,
innovative visual work that responds
to contemporary creative challenges.

As part of your studies you’ll learn
how to present yourself and your
work to a range of potential clients,
employers and audiences relevant to
your practice.

You’ll be encouraged to challenge
your assumptions about the creative
industries, and will develop an
awareness of current debates and
insights at the forefront of creative
practice.

You’ll develop a digital presence
through a range of activities
designed to enhance your portfolio,
and gain an understanding of how to
negotiate the demands of different
stakeholders.

WHAT
YOU’LL LEARN
10
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HOW ONLINE STUDY
WORKS
As an online student of the University of Hertfordshire,
you’ll benefit from our study platform which allows
you to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Log in at any time
Access all your modules and learning materials
Access the University of Hertfordshire’s intranet
Communicate with your peers in secure forums
Receive ongoing feedback and course grades
Message your tutors and support teams

The Dashboard

The Forums

This is your personal hub for organising your
studies. It includes a calendar, to-do list,
notifications stream and an overview of the
other students in your cohort.

This is where you’ll discuss ideas and network
with your fellow students. You can create topics
at any time for group discussion, and in some
modules you’ll find that forum activities form
part of your learning experience.

Learning Path

Your Tutorial Area

This is where you’ll access your learning
materials, divided into sections (which you can
bookmark for quick access later). You’ll also
find informal activities designed to get you
thinking about each topic in more detail.

This is where you’ll upload your coursework
and recieve ongoing, one-to-one feedback and
advice from your tutors. You can message your
tutors at any time and expect a response within
24 hours, Monday to Friday.

at any time
There are no real-time lectures or tutorials, instead
you’ll work through a variety of carefully planned
practical and theory-based projects and activities in
your own time.

The Studio

“

The forum discussions, debates, and feedback from my
peers have increased my confidence and provided me
with an invaluable global perspective.
Aubre Slavik
MA Graduate

12

”

The Studio is where you’ll collaborate to
complete group activities. Here you can upload
creative work into shared albums, create and
work on shared documents together, and
provide feedback on each other’s work.
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Teaching
As an IDI and UH student, you’ll gain access to
your own secure online studio, which contains
carefully planned learning materials, practical
activities and comprehensive study resources.
You’ll submit your coursework on a regular
basis and receive unlimited one-to-one feedback
and support from subject specialist tutors.
Student–tutor communication is asynchronous,
which means you can study flexibly but still
expect a prompt response. Peer interaction
takes place within online forums.

“

Method of Assessment
It can fit around your life, whatever you’re doing - it
enabled me to get my foot on that ladder and get a job,
but also keep studying at the same time, which was really
important.
Emily Taylor

”

MA Graphic Communication

All assessments are coursework based; there
are no formal exams. You will be able to see
the assessment requirements for each module
at the start of each semester, so you’ll know
exactly what is required. Ongoing formative
assessment and feedback throughout each
module means that when it comes to submitting
your practical assessments you are well
prepared.
As well as the practical, creative modules
and Critical studies modules help build your
understanding of the history and context of
your chosen subject through guided research
and written activities.
All learning culminates in your Major Study,
which will demonstrate your advanced creative
practice before graduation.

TEACHING &
ASSESSMENT
14

“

There is a great deal of stimulating dialogue not only
with other students but also with the tutors. The student
peer group, being located in a virtual environment, is
truly an international, if not a global student community.
Julius Smit
MA Photography		

”
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MA PROGRAMMES
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“

Studying at IDI has been the
most rewarding phase of my
career. I feel fortunate to have
found a programme that not
only teaches exactly what I want
to learn, but also values my
experiences as a professional.
Dominic Kegel,
MA Photography graduate

”

All of our online MA
programmes are delivered
online on behalf of the
University of Hertfordshire,
meaning that you’ll graduate
with the exact same MA award
as on-campus students.
Our master’s degree courses will
arm you with expert knowledge
of the modern creative industries
and the skills you need to further
your creative practice and career.
Unlimited feedback and advice
from expert tutors, dedicated to
maximising your creative potential,
means you’ll graduate with the
confidence and skillset to grow as a
creative practitioner.
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MA Graphic
Communication
Programme description

Modules

Throughout the programme you will be
supported in developing your existing
knowledge and skills, and encouraged
to develop an advanced theoretical,
commercial, and philosophical
understanding of the contemporary
graphic design industry.

Working as part of an interdisciplinary
creative community you will undertake
the following research and enterprise
based modules alongside students
studying MA Illustration (Visual
Communication), MA Interior Design
and MA Photography (Visual
Communication). You will acquire
additional skills and further develop your
professional practice:

Through your practical work, you will
prepare for employment within the
industry by creating an ambitious and
cohesive portfolio.

•

Your tutor will encourage you to be open
and curious and to experiment with a range
of media to develop your visual voice to a
professional level.

•
•
•

The Postgraduate Programme in Art and
Design course materials are online and
communication is asynchronous, allowing
you to study at times that suit you.

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
Graphic Communication practice:

•
•

“

The materials were really
comprehensive and there was
lots of help and support, which
was great. Broadening my
knowledge of other design
disciplines was also excellent
Zoe Hargraves
MA Graphic Communication
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Postgraduate Study in A Global
Context
Research and Practice
Creative Industries
Critical Studies

”

Practice 1: Art and Design
Practice 2: Art and Design

Throughout the course you will build a
solid foundation of knowledge and skills
to execute your Major Study project,
the proposal for which you will refine
through discussion with your tutor and
interdisciplinary peer group:

•

Major Study

Find Out More
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MA
Illustration
Programme description
With one-to-one guidance and support
from your dedicated tutor, you will
develop and refine your illustration
and related art and design skills, gain
advanced knowledge of the contemporary
illustration industry from a global
perspective, and advance your creative
portfolio with individual and thoughtprovoking work.

Modules
Working as part of an interdisciplinary
creative community you will undertake
the following research and enterprise
based modules alongside students
the studying MA Graphic Communication,
MA Interior Design and MA Photography
(Visual Communication). You will acquire
additional skills and further develop your
professional practice:

You will be encouraged to develop your
own visual voice through extensive
experimentation, and to demonstrate
rigorous intellectual engagement with
appropriate illustrative processes,
themes, and contexts.

•

The Postgraduate Programme in Art and
Design course materials are online and
communication is asynchronous, allowing
you to study at times that suit you.

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
illustration practice:

•
•
•

•
•

Postgraduate Study in A Global
Context
Research and Practice
Creative Industries
Critical Studies

Practice 1: Art and Design
Practice 2: Art and Design

Throughout the course, you will build a
solid foundation of knowledge and skills
to execute your Major Study project,
the proposal for which you will refine
through discussion with your tutor and
interdisciplinary peer group:
• Major Study

Find Out More
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MA
Interior Design
Programme description

Modules

With a focus on international design and
architecture, the online Postgraduate
Programme in Art and Design, specialising
in Interior Design gives you the opportunity
to consider interior design on a global scale,
as well as within broader inter-disciplinary
art and design contexts.

Working as part of an interdisciplinary
creative community you will undertake
the following research and enterprise
based modules alongside students
studying MA Graphic Communication, MA
Illustration (Visual Communication) and MA
Photography (Visual Communication). You
will acquire additional skills and further
develop your professional practice:

With one-to-one guidance and support
from your tutor, you will be encouraged to
develop a professional and entrepreneurial
approach to your interior design practice
by experimenting with techniques, methods
and mediums, and collaborating with your
peer group.
You will become proficient in taking into
account the material considerations and
technical specifications of different types
of projects.
Course materials are online and
communication is asynchronous, allowing
you to study at times that suit you.

“

It exceeded my
expectations, I was
amazed by the support
from the staff. This
is exactly what you
should do if you are
dreaming of becoming
more independant and
professional in your work.
Wasan Abod,
MA Interior Design
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”

•
•
•
•

Postgraduate Study in A Global Context
Research and Practice
Creative Industries
Critical Studies

In addition to the above modules you will
undertake these practical modules focused
on your own interior design practice:

•
•

Practice 1: Art and Design
Practice 2: Art and Design

Throughout the course, you will build a
solid foundation of knowledge and skills
to execute your Major Study project,
the proposal for which you will refine
through discussion with your tutor and
interdisciplinary peer group:

•

Major Study

Find Out More
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MA
Photography
Programme description
With close guidance and support from
your tutor, you will develop a proposal for
a programme of sustained photographic
practice within a subject matter, theme
and genre reflecting your individual
area of interest. This could be fine art
contemporary photography, documentary
photography, photojournalism, editorial
photography, fashion photography or
contemporary advertising photography.
Throughout the programme, you will be
encouraged to integrate the theory you
have learned with your practice, and to
experiment with your photography in order
to develop an open, thoughtful and creative
approach to image-making.
The MA Photography (Visual
Communication) course materials are
online and communication is asynchronous,
allowing you to study at times that suit you.

•
•
•
•

Postgraduate Study in A Global Context
Research and Practice
Creative Industries
Critical Studies

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
photography practice:

•
•

Practice 1: Art and Design
Practice 2: Art and Design

Throughout the course, you will build a
solid foundation of knowledge and skills
to execute your Major Study project,
the proposal for which you will refine
through discussion with your tutor and
interdisciplinary peer group:

•

Major Study

Modules
Working as part of an interdisciplinary
creative community you will undertake
the following research and enterprise
based modules alongside students studying
MA Graphic Communication, MA
Illustration (Visual Communication) and
MA Interior Design. You will acquire
additional skills and further develop your
professional practice:

“

Expressing views and tastes through a piece of work is the
most amazing feeling a student or an artist can experience.
I’m glad for having had the opportunity to reach this with
the flexibility that was given to me by IDI.
Ibtissem Benkhelifa,
MA Photography
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Find Out More

”
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STUDENT
SUCCESS
Lisa Winstanley

“

MA Graphic Communication
graduate Lisa Winstanley,
now a University Lecturer and
Graphic Designer, has seen her
work featured and recognised
in a number of awards and
publications. Most recently, Lisa’s
Blank Canvas poster designs
have been selected for the MVVO
Ad Art Show 2020 and won her
a Silver Award in the Graphis
Poster Annual 2021.

This work is an exploration of the
internal isolation we face due to our
dependence on technology. Intricate
light-painting engulfs a sea of haunting
faces, forcing us to reflect on who we are
without our devices.

”

Joe Toulson
»

Adobe Design Achievement
Awards

Existentialism & Technology,
submitted as Joe’s Major Study
project on the MA programme, beat
over 400 other entries to win the
Fine Art – Photography category at
the 2016 Adobe Design Achievement
Awards. Joe’s concept focuses on
our relationship with technology
- how it affects our behaviour and
interactions with society. You can
see more of the project on Joe’s
Degree Show page.
26

“

I am thrilled, honoured and humbled to
be bestowed with a Silver Graphis Poster
2021 Award. And the Ad Art Show 2020
will be seen by over 10 million people in
NY in the month of September! This is
indeed an amazing opportunity.

”
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Kathryn Jankowski,
»

“

Lisbon Animated Film Festival

Master’s graduate Kathryn
received multiple accolades for
her MA Major Project, a short
stop-motion animated film titled
The Metamorphosis of a Bottle
Cap. As well as being shown at
7 international short film and
animation festivals, Kathryn’s work
won Best Short Film for Children and
Youth at the Lisbon Animated Film
Festival 2019 and received an Award
of Commendation at the Canadian
and International Short Film Festival
2018. You can see more of the
project on Kathryn’s Degree Show
page, and see how she developed
the concept on her own website.

“

”

Yahaboob Adiparambil
Set in a developing nation, this short
film focuses on the repeated reuse of
an object - highlighting the creativity
and ingenuity of the local people as an
example of the positive effects of
cross-cultural exposure.

”
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The focal point of the theme park
interior is a giant model of Burj Khalifa,
hanging upside down from the ceiling
to floor. 4SPACE collaborated with the
theming company to get the correct
proportion, finishes, look and feel of the
actual Burj Khalifa.

»

International Design Excellence
Awards

Yahaboob is an MA Interior Design
graduate with IDI, working as an
interior designer for 4Space Interior
Design in Dubai alongside his
studies. For their VR Park Dubai Mall
project, Yahaboob’s team at 4Space
were the overall winners at the 2018
International Design Excellence
Awards, and were also awarded
Best Retail Interior Dubai at the
2018 International Property Awards.
The project was designed to allow
visitors to experience an extreme
level of virtual reality, and has
been described as a first-of-its-kind
attraction for the Middle East.
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CAREER
PATHS
»

IDI students acquire a
broad range of skills and
understanding that enables
them to establish themselves
in many areas of design and
creative practice. Meet some of
our graduates who have gone
on to success in a wide variety
of roles:

Dom Kegel,
Graduated 2019
Producer/Director, Skies
Fall Media Group
Dom graduated in February 2019 and
has gone on to work as a Producer
and Director at award-winning Chicago
creative agency Skies Fall Media
Group. Skies Fall work with brands,
artists, celebrities, influencers and
film/TV entities to produce global
creative campaigns and content.
Dom’s role covers a wide range of
responsibilities, including creative
direction, video production, design
and brand strategy.

“

Carlos Villareal
Kwasek, Graduated
2016
2D Artist, DICE
(EA Digital Illusions)
Carlos graduated from IDI with
an MA in Illustration in October
2016 and began working as
a 2D Artist for Swedish video
game developer EA Digital
Illusions CE AB (DICE). Focusing
on UI, Illustration and Concept
Development, his work at DICE
has included being part of the
UI/UX team working on the
latest release in the popular
Battlefield series.

“

My transient upbringing
has opened my eyes to the
beauty of our world and,
yet, broken my heart with
its prevalent injustice. What
brings me joy is sharing
with others, especially
when I have something one
desperately needs.

”

I chose to study with IDI because it
was the only programme that met
my needs: it’s online, part-time,
and it’s affordable for me. I think
IDI is great value for money.

”
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Akash Peeroo,
Graduated 2018,
Freelance Designer and
Lecturer
Akash started freelancing as a 3D
Artist and Designer in his adopted
homeland of Mauritius in 2016, the
same year that he joined the MA
Graphic Communication at IDI fitting in his online studies around
his ongoing freelance work. Since
graduating in 2018, he’s also been
teaching as a Lecturer at Curtin
Mauritius, one of the international
campuses of Curtin University, the
largest university in Western Australia.

“

During this programme
I had the opportunity to
explore ideas from various
fields of practice and
engage with peers from
different backgrounds. The
IDI platform provided a
structured environment to
help me in my journey.

”

Hassan Shaikh, Graduated 2018
Founder/Design Director,
Revolve
Graduating in 2018, Hassan actually founded
his Johannesburg-based agency Revolve
in 2011 before deciding to gain his MA in
Interior Design with IDI. Resolve is a design
strategy agency that creates inspired spaces
for corporate and retail environments,
taking a people-centric approach to their
designs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Hassan’s
Major Study project focused on the
advancement of workplace collaboration
through technology.

“
32

With the inclusion of VR technology into
these spaces, we can define the new role
of the workplace and how people engage
with the spaces that they work in.

”
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MEET THE
TUTORS
We only work with tutors who have
consistently demonstrated a level of experience
and commitment that is in keeping with our
educational ethos. Our current group of tutors
is representative of the sound educational and
professional practice that provides our students
with a first-class educational experience.
Get to know some of the many subject-specialist tutors
you’ll be learning from while studying online with IDI.

Simon Gomes,
Graphic Communication
I followed the traditional path
of studying at art school before
going on to higher education. I
have over twenty combined years
in the graphic design/advertising
industry and education sector, as
well as working as a publication
reviewer since 2007, in which
time I have reviewed more than
20 design publications in areas
including advertising, design
history, typography, editorial
design and interactive media.

projects I am most passionate
about. These include charities
and small business start-ups.
Although I enjoy working with
larger organisations, nothing
compares with seeing a new
business promote itself with
artwork that you have personally
created. My commercial work also
influences my teaching practice
and curriculum, ensuring content
is current and relevant to the
demands of industry.

In addition, my freelance work
offers me the freedom to work
with clients and to choose

LEARN FROM
SUBJECT-SPECIALISTS
34
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Brian Proudfoot,
Interior Design
The broad scope and remit of
interior design has allowed me
the opportunity to work with
many leading practitioners across
creative disciplines including
that of fashion, textiles, ceramic
production, digital communication
and product design. Working
in collaboration with other
creatives is always an inspiring
process as it reveals new working
methodologies and approaches
which ultimately inform your own
practice.

I consider the range and quality
of projects that I’ve been involved
with as my main achievement
to date. I’ve worked on a wide
range of projects which have
included branded environments,
service propositions, furniture
and bespoke homeware products
for leading international clients
- such as Jaguar, BP, Etihad
Airways, The London Architectural
Biennale, Dubai Airport and EE.
I also regard my role in helping
students grow skills and feel
confident about themselves
within the workplace as a career
highlight.

Ella Goodwin,
Illustration
My background is within design,
illustration and animation where
(after earning my Master’s in
Animation and Sound at NUCA)
I predominantly worked in
creative animated web design
and illustration for education,
children and commercial
enterprise, before moving onto
illustration and design in which I
currently run my own business.

and Belgium. This has been
alongside exhibiting in various
galleries and contemporary art
shows. I’ve also successfully
curated many local exhibitions
and single-handedly run a very
popular local designer makers
market, Norwich Makers Market,
supporting independent designers
and small business.

Running a successful illustrationbased business and brand is
definitely a career highlight.
My business now retails online
and globally within shops and
galleries in the UK, US, Canada

36
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Highlights of my career so far
include seeing students and
former graduate assistants going
on to have flourishing careers, but
it was also great seeing 96 sheet
posters of my work up around
London and seeing ad campaigns
using my photographs pasted
up on the sides of buses. Also,
creating campaign images for
causes that matter, such as the
Samaritans, Barnardos, NSPCC
and Macmillan Cancer relief.
My greatest professional
achievement is simply sustaining
a commercial career over thirty

years - meeting people to make
portraits of, such as Lewis
Hamilton, Jean Claude VanDamme, Kate Adie, Will Self,
Bill Bailey, Danny Dyer, Martin
Kemp, Professor Martin Raff,
travelling the world, seeing
inside nuclear facilities, Formular
One headquarters, science
laboratories, manufacturing
plants, and the workings of a
plethora of businesses that are
denied access to people without a
camera.

”

Matt Cooke,
Photography

The IDI tutors are very
supportive with excellent
communication responses.
Practice-based work is
continually encouraged
during each semester
and there is always very
supportive feedback from
tutors and your student
peer group.
Julius Smit,
MA Photography

38
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STUDENT
SUPPORT
We believe that students who choose to
gain their degree online should receive
more support than on-campus students,
not less – which is why we place such an
emphasis on providing an exceptional level
of online support and tuition.

Student–tutor communication is

As an online student with IDI and the
University of Hertfordshire, you have
unlimited access to one-to-one tuition
through a private online discussion. This
is an ongoing communication between you
and your tutor which you can refer back to
at any time during your studies. You can
communicate with your tutor at any time,
and as often as you need to – there is no
limit to the number of questions you can
ask or to the number of messages you
can post.

and provide you with meaningful feedback

Meet your
Programme
Coordinators
During your studies, your dedicated
Programme Coordinator will be your
first point of contact for any nontutorial enquiries. They have oversight
of all aspects of the programme, and will
therefore be best-placed to provide you
with guidance and advice throughout the
entirety of your studies.

asynchronous, which means you don’t
have to login at a specific time and you can
take time to consider your questions and
comments. Asynchronous communication
also allows your tutor to review your work
and advice. You can normally expect to
receive a response from your tutor to any
message that you post within 24 hours,
Monday to Friday.
You will receive comprehensive guidance

Ewan Connor

and support throughout your studies.
Our focus on maintaining high standards
of online tuition and support continues
to produce results. In the most recent
academic year, 87% or our masters
graduates achieved commendation or
distinction.

“

IDI have an amazing support system. Even though it’s all online I’ve always felt a part
of the university from the outset. I was nervous at first but I needn’t have worried. The
mode of study is great.
Bridget Irving,
MA Illustration
Julius Smit,

”

Amanda Hamilton

Jack Gordon

MA Photography
40
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GRADUATION
42

AND
WHEN
IT’S
DONE...
See more from our recent
Graduation ceremony:

IDI GRADUATION

“

Studying has made us resilient, confident and resourceful. It
has allowed us to take control of the direction of our lives.
Hesa Albinfalah
MA Interior Design

”
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ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
It’s our mission to give students from a
variety of backgrounds the opportunity to
achieve their degree in a design subject,
without having to attend an on-campus
college or university.
To be eligible you’ll normally meet certain
academic or professional requirements,
but we consider all applications on an
individual basis and welcome applicants
who have creative potential but may not
have the standard entry qualifications.

»

View BA (Hons) Entry Requirements

»

View MA Entry Requirements

“

My study with IDI allowed me to improve
my practice and develop new knowledge in
many areas of design. Each project phase
was challenging yet rewarding, but this has
strengthened my confidence to deal with
more complex projects in my future career.
Pooja Pandohee,
MA Graphic Communication

44
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FEES &
FUNDING

Payment in Full

• Master’s: £6,000 in total

Employers and Self-Employed
Student Discount
We offer a discount of £500 per level to
employers who are supporting their employees
to study with IDI. Students who are selfemployed can also benefit from this discount.

Recommend a Friend

Payment Plan 1

Increasingly our students are coming to us
through personal recommendation and we’d
like to recognise this. Whether you are a recent
graduate, a current student, or even if you’ve
just secured your place for the next intake;
whenever you recommend IDI to a friend,
colleague or family member, and they go on
to enrol on a course, we’ll reward you both
with £100.*

• Master’s: Six instalments of
£1,010 (£6,060 in total*)

Fees
•

Applying is free of charge and you are not
committing to enrolling or paying fees by
applying to study with us.

•

The first step is to complete an application
form. You will then have an online
discussion with one of our Admissions
Advisors.

•

We consider all applications on an individual
basis and welcome applications from those
with non-standard qualifications and from a
variety of backgrounds, so don’t hesitate to
contact us.

We want to be open and transparent with
you about all aspects of your studies, so our
course fees reflect the real cost of providing
a high quality study experience. We think it’s
important for you to have all the facts about
fees, payments and funding options, so if you
can’t find what you are looking for here please
contact us.

Payment Plan 2

• Master’s: 24 instalments of
£255 (£6,120 in total*)

Course Fees

If you’re based in the UK, you may be able to
apply for a private student loan. Learn more at

Master’s programme fees are £6,000 in total.

our

Fees and Funding page .

Alumni Discount
Alumni of IDI and UH are entitled to a 30%
discount. If you achieved a 2:2 or above
in your undergraduate degree you are
automatically eligible to receive an offer.
Contact admissions@idesigni.co.uk
*Please note these figures include a small administration fee.
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HOW TO
APPLY

3

We would like you to provide evidence of your academic
qualifications to date.
If you’re applying for entry to our Postgraduate
programme, this is where you can upload copies of any
previous qualifications (for example, certificates and
transcripts).
Our Admissions Advisors are available to answer any
queries or concerns you may have about your application,
and to guide you through the application process.

4
1

Accessing Our Admissions Portal
Completing this simple form on our website starts the
application process.
Check your inbox for your user account details and all the
information you need to access the Admissions Portal.

Academic history & Employment
Experience

Creative Work
We would like to see some examples of your creative work.
This can include drawing, sketching, painting, 3D models,
digital artwork, photographs, completed design work or
creative work in progress.
You would be expected to include 20 to 25 pieces of work.
This should not only be finished pieces, but annotated
work showing the development and process of your
creative output.

You can communicate with your Admissions Advisor
directly in the Admissions portal while completing your
application. To communicate with the IDI team, click on
‘Messages’ within the portal and select the team you
wish to contact.

2

Personal Information
The details you entered when you started your application
should appear in this section.
If you are applying for our Master’s course we will provide
you with a personal statement template to complete and
upload.
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weareIDI

Apply Now

Talk To Us:

@weareIDI

Tel +44(0) 131 777 9321
Email
admissions@idesigni.co.uk

Enquire

idesigni.co.uk

GET IN
TOUCH
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idesigninsitute

InteractiveDesignInsitute
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